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3ES09  Expression of Personal Experiences
3ES10  Picture Description
3ES11  Expression of Personal Experiences
3ES12  Picture Description
Expression of Personal Experiences

- What books do you like to read?
- What are they about?
- When do you have reading class?
- Does someone read to you? Who?
- Do you go to the library to read? Why? / Why not?
- How many books do you read a week?
- Do you like reading? Why? / Why not?

Picture Description

- What is the woman doing? *(pointing to Picture 1)*
- How does the boy feel? *(pointing to Picture 1)*
- Where are the children? *(pointing to the children in the dream bubble in Picture 2)*
- What does the boy want to see in the zoo? *(pointing to the boy in a yellow T-shirt in Picture 2)*
- Where is the boy? *(pointing to Picture 3)* How does he feel? Why?
- What will happen in Picture 4?
Expression of Personal Experiences

- What is your favourite sport?
- How often do you ______? (e.g. play football, swim)
- When do you ______?
- Who do you ______ with?
- Where do you ______?
- What other sports do you like? Why?

Picture Description

- What sport are the children playing? (*pointing to the children playing football*)
- Why is this boy happy? (*pointing to the boy jumping up*)
- How does the boy feel? (*pointing to the goalkeeper in blue*) Why?
- What is this girl doing? (*pointing to the girl throwing rubbish on the ground*)
- Is it right to do that? Why? / Why not?
- What is the man doing? (*pointing to the young man near the beehive*) How does he feel? Why?
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